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Abstract 
 

The UN has established itself as a constructor of global policies on governance, human rights and 

appropriate forms of development for human populations.  One dilemma with a single global body 

is that the policies often reflect a single ideology.  For the UN this policy is based on either 

economic or liberal ideals.  As the universality of UN policies is seen as unchallengeable, such 

policies are rarely contrasted with alternate world-views.  Traditional governance structures as 

practiced by indigenous peoples are defined as being incompatible with democracy.  Human rights 

declarations require that modern neo-liberal practices are established in indigenous communities.  

 

One example of this is the UN programme for good governance.  Part of this package is the 

democratic institution of parliament.  Embracing individual freedom and self-autonomy it is seen as 

the only way of providing legitimate governance and equality.  Traditional Indigenous governance 

structures often embraces thoughts that are different from UN policy and therefore operate outside 

the unquestioned ideology of neo-liberal reasoning.  

 

This difference does cause conflict in cultures and ideology.  But it is unclear whether parliament as 

an institution has a role to play in this conflict.  It is possible that parliament is the best way to 

ensure governmental stability and political participation.  It is equally possible that parliament is a 

tool that forces change upon indigenous peoples. 

 

Using the four components of governance (resource distribution, individual roles, legitimacy of 

authority and individual identity) this thesis examines two Indigenous governance structures, Sami 

and Aboriginal Australia.  By combining the four components this research determines group 

identity as expressed in governance patterns  reveals that parliament can be in conflict with the 

basic principles of indigenous cosmology.   As an institution, parliament is culturally based and, 

despite local adaptations, is a device that alters cultural expressions.  Through the persistent 

implementation of parliament, the UN and supporting agencies can often be contributing to 

normalising a single ideology.   

 

 Keywords 
 
Indigenous, governance, parliament, traditional governance, governance processes 
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 Preface 
 

One of the dilemmas of accepting human diversity is accepting the validity of alternative points of 

view.  It is even harder when the starting, and often finishing, points of alternative world-views 

conflicts with our own.  This can be seen with the single ideology of western liberal democracy 

encompassing the world in a net and alternative ideas struggle to break through. UNESCO has 

developed an international convention designed to protect cultural diversity (UNESCO, 2002). In it 

they note that: 

 “Being aware that cultural diversity creates a rich and varied world, which increases the 

 range of choices and nurtures human capacities, and values, and therefore is a mainspring 

 for sustainable development for communities, peoples and nations” 

Acknowledging this, it must also be asked how can UNESCO as an arm of the UN proclaim 

diversity of values when another arm, UNDP, seek to promote a 'good governance' package that 

requires one way of thinking? 

 

Patrick Sullivan (2006) and Alison Anderson (2002) have expressed harsh perspectives against the 

negotiations that occur between liberal and indigenous systems.  They have noted that 'culture 

match' as implemented by The Harvard Project
1
 usually means establishing how indigenous ideas 

can be converted into liberal systems.  Those components that cannot be assimilated are ignored or 

denied as violations against universal human rights.  However Delanty (2000) has outlined the 

evolution of citizenship to impart  the understanding that the human rights may be a creation of a 

liberal system.  Other international declarations
2
 note that cultural diversity is possible as long as it 

does not conflict with human rights.  When a liberal view of human rights is given unquestionable 

legitimacy there is a no win situation and the separation between indigenous and liberal thought 

becomes grounds for cultural destruction.  

 

But rather than an antagonistic divide there is another way of looking at the space where cultures 

collide.  Anderson in a speech to an Australian Indigenous Governance Conference
3
 has provided an 

                                                 
1  The Harvard Project is a North American project working to explore economic and governance issues for 

indigenous populations in North America. Patrick Sullivan provides a useful critique of the project, its concept of 

culture match, and adaptability to Australian conditions. 

2 ILO 1989; UNESCO 2002; UNESCO 2005; UN 2007 

3 This Indigenous Governance Conference was held in Canberra, Australia in April 2002. It was organised by 

Reconciliation Australia. 
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noteworthy example of the separation between each of the cosmologies.  Indigenous cultures often 

work from the view that every part of the world has its place.   Her example of salt and fresh water 

can be interpreted in the photo that covers this thesis.  Western thought portrays sediment flowing 

from the Gascoyne River as pollution, a different form intruding upon the sanctity of the Indian 

Ocean.  Alternatively, Indigenous world-views realise the mixing of waters is part of the nature of 

the world, it is essential to existence and harmony.  Such a thought removes difference by making 

all individuals as part of the whole universe.   

 

It is from this opposition of world-views that this thesis explores the notion of indigenous 

governance as a legitimate form of power.  It draws on the symbolism from the second cover 

picture where Scandinavia is covered by snow.  The land and the Sami people still exist but their 

form is hidden behind an unexplored, but assumed natural, layer of universal ideas. 

 

Is parliament an essential component of good governance as the UN claim (UNDP, 2008 [1], 

OHCHR, 2007) or is this just a Western idea?  A symbolic look at the third cover picture, of 

Australian Parliament House, sees the indigenous perspective given token reference at the periphery 

of liberal democratic thought.  This thesis will move beyond introductory symbolism to examine the 

contrast in world-views.  Using the singular institution of Parliament a comparison will be made of 

alternate governance structures.  If the human rights are a dividing construct, and the human waters 

should indeed be mixed, then an investigation of those muddied waters should occur.  This is but a 

start. 
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 1. Definitions 
 

1.1 Terms 
 

Aboriginal – Although this word is a general term to describe any native person it, unless otherwise 

explained, is used in this research to identify Australian Aborigines. In this context the term 

originates from the 1980's Australian Federal Government working definition (Gardiner-Garden,  

2000) which notes: 

  “An Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander is a person of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander 

 descent who identifies as an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander and is accepted as such by 

 the community in which he (she) lives.”  

This meaning was enunciated in a 1988 legal case, Shaw v Wolf, that 'Aboriginal descent' was a 

“technical rather than a real criterion for identity...is a social, rather than a genetic, construct”(ibid.). 

 

Cosmology – This is generally referred to as the study of creation (Bullock et al, 1988).  I have 

expanded the basic definition to include and related to all forms of knowledge of creation, not just 

scientific construction.  Traditional understandings and world-views are equal to that of western 

thinking and therefore a scientific limitation placed by knowledge as 'study' reduces the value and 

denies validity to alternative views. 

 

Host-state – this term refers to the State in which a nation or indigenous group exists either wholly 

or partially, thereby making the nation subservient to a wider version of laws as imposed by the 

administrative state. This essay is not the first to use this concept and I draw attention to the works 

of Corntassel who, working with Hopkins (1995) and Holder (2002) use the term in various ways to 

explain the same circumstances. 

 

Indigenous Peoples- It has been explained that after several decades of negotiation no agreement 

has been achieved on the definition of 'indigenous people' and that it is possible that no definition is 

necessary (Secretariat of the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, 2004)  However the same 

report notes that an agreed concept exists from a UN special rapporteur and notes that: 

 “Indigenous communities, peoples and nations are those which, having a historical 

 continuity with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that developed on their territories, 

 consider themselves distinct from other sectors of the societies now prevailing on those 

 territories, or parts of them. They form at present non-dominant sectors of society and are 

 determined to preserve, develop and transmit to future generations their ancestral territories, 

 and their ethnic identity, as the basis of their continued existence as peoples, in accordance 

 with their own cultural patterns, social institutions and legal system. 

 “This historical continuity may consist of the continuation, for an extended period reaching 

 into the present of one or more of the following factors: 

a) Occupation of ancestral lands, or at least of part of them; 
b) Common ancestry with the original occupants of these lands; 
c) Culture in general, or in specific manifestations (such as religion, living under a tribal 

system, membership of an indigenous community, dress, means of livelihood, lifestyle, etc.); 

d) Language (whether used as the only language, as mother-tongue, as the habitual means of 
communication at home or in the family, or as the main, preferred, habitual, general or 

normal language); 

e) Residence on certain parts of the country, or in certain regions of the world; 
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f) Other relevant factors. 
 “On an individual basis, an indigenous person is one who belongs to these indigenous 

 populations through self-identification as indigenous (group consciousness) and is 

 recognized and accepted by these populations as one of its members (acceptance by the 

 group). 

 “This preserves for these communities the sovereign right and power to decide who belongs 

 to them, without external interference”. 

 

Nation – For most of the twentieth century nation has formally been used to describe the 

administrative state.  Recently it has been returned to its original domain as an ethnic or social 

entity.  I have used it in the original context to refer to a Sami nation, as opposed to a Swedish state. 

 

State – the administrative region of a government the State has previously been called the 'nation' or 

the 'nation-state'. Recent thinking has reverted to the administrative terminology to reflect the 

separation of political and social space. I have used the term 'State' but acknowledge that some 

literature uses the other words to mean the same thing. 

 

Sami – The indigenous people of the northern Nordic region stretching through Norway, Sweden, 

Finland and Russia. Although having no formal definition, the legal definition of Sami is created by 

the Sami Parliaments in Norway, Sweden and Finland. While each is similar there are differences 

according to Parliament relationships with national governments. Sweden's Sami Parliament has 

explained that (in Henriksen, 1999): 

 “Saami according to this Act is anyone who considers himself to be Saami and 

1. can confirm that he has or has had Saami as a home language, or 
2. can confirm that one of his parents or grandparents have or have had Saami as a home 

language, or 

3. has a parent who is or has been eligible for the Saami Parliament. 
 

Traditional governance – Humans have used several forms of governance in their history.  

Aboriginal forms may have been continuous for up to 40,000 years. Although there is no clear 

definition of indigenous people nor necessarily a common element in their governance institutions 

there are common elements in operation. These include consensus discussion, elders with 

association to special knowledge, separation of knowledge and diverse forms of knowledge 

production. Combined these form a system that I have operationalised as traditional governance. It 

can best be viewed in relation to modern forms of representative democracy. 

 

Sacred knowledge – Rather than entrust an entire population with all the knowledge of a 

community, it is possible to select certain members to retain and transmit that knowledge for future 

generations. Gender is the simplest divide used and many societies have created a gender division 

of knowledge. For Aborigines women possess knowledge of plant medicines, and hygiene while the 

men have knowledge of hunting. Both groups have private land where the other can not go and both 

possess creation stories. Combined they are the sum of knowledge for the society and no single 

person or group controls the knowledge production. Sacred knowledge is forbidden to outsiders 

whether they are foreign, youth, or host-government. It is only in special or desperate circumstances 

that sacred knowledge is revealed. 

 

Sami Council – This is the previous body of Sami representation. It still exists to provide 

opportunities for international negotiation that are not available to Parliaments 
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Sami Parliament – There are three parliaments, one in each of Norway, Sweden, and Finland. They 

are seen as possessing sole rights to representation and discussion on Sami issues. 

 

The Byblos Centre – UNESCO department for democratic culture research 

 

 

1.2 Language 
 

Anangu – This is the name of Alison Anderson's Aboriginal people. They inhabit the Papuna region 

of Australia and have done for many thousands of years. It is their task to care for the Papuna land. 

 

Corroboree- This is a gathering of several Aboriginal communities. More than the family group a 

corroborree includes other kinship groups from around a region. It is a festival of dance, 

negotiation, trade and knowledge production. The corroborree is part spiritual practice and part 

structure of traditional governance.  

 

Papuna – This is the land of Alison Anderson's people. It is a region in central north Australia. It 

has the Anangu as its caretakers. 

 

Sami – Often presented as Saami, Sampi or Laplanders this is the name associated with the 

indigenous people of the Nordic region.  Various documents cite each name but as a general rule 

this thesis will use 'Sami'.  

 

Siida- One of the forms of human meetings. The Sami local community would gather to discuss 

current problems at the Siida. There were no votes and the meetings could last for several days 

(Solbakk, 1997: 186). The Siida is part of the Sami's traditional governance structure. 
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 2. Abbreviation List 
 

AIATSIS – Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies.  This is the prime 

research and affirmative action centre for Indigenous research in Australia. 

 

ATSIC – Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission. A former governing body of Aboriginal 

Australia. It was formed in 1993, abolished in 2003. ATSIC was widely regarded as the first 

democratic governmentally implemented Indigenous institution. 

 

MDG- Millenium Development Goals. These are a UN list of eight important factors that need to be 

improved to help development in under-developed countries. 

 

SHS – UNESCO Department of Social and Human Sciences 

 

UN – Untied Nations 

 

UNESCO – United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 

 

UNDP – United Nations Development Programme 

 

UNPFII – United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues. 
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Chapter 1 

 

 

3. Research Problem 

 Indigenous people and individuals have the right not to be subjected to forced 

 assimilation or destruction of their culture
4
. 

 

Since the end of the Second World War a global ideology of self-determination and post-

colonialism has swept the world.  The overarching ideology of liberalism has incorporated these 

theoretical governance approaches within the framework of the principle of democracy.  Serving the 

dual purpose of idea development and investigation, it is the UN that has guided global 

understandings in this field.  The establishment of organisations such as the Byblos Centre, the UN 

Democracy Fund, and the UNDP has contributed to the spread and development of a global 

democratic ideal (UNDP, 2003; UNDP, 2008[1]; UNDP, 2008[3]).  Other UN agencies including 

UNESCO, and the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Populations have enhanced human 

understandings of diversity, culture and tolerance to achieve the same aims (UNESCO, 2004[2]; 

UNESCO, 2002; UNESCO, 2005; PFII, 2006).  Although there are conflicts between diversity and 

democracy, it is democracy, equality and peace for all societies that has come to be understood 

primarily through the institution of parliament. It is therefore no surprise that parliament is 

proclaimed as the key to good governance and human evolution.  More specifically it is through a 

structure of representative democracy by parliamentary elections that “in the population 

imagination, free and fair elections represent the culmination of the democratic process” (UNDP, 

2008[1]). 

 

Recent investigations into both indigenous and democratic institutions have been focused on post-

conflict development in places as diverse as Lebanon, Congo and Botswana (UNESCO, 2004[1]; 

UNESCO, 2004[2]), UNDP, 2008[2]).  This focus has avoided research into the implementation of 

democracy on indigenous peoples in stable countries.  Generalisation between studies in post-

conflict societies and those inside stable democracies is impractical due to the relationship between 

minority groups and access to State governing institutions in each regime.  A UN expert group on 

                                                 
4 UN, 2007: Article 8.1, UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
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indigenous people has noted that indigenous groups living inside a State must participate in that 

State's institutional process (PFII, 2006). In other-words indigenous people are citizens of the host-

state and must vote in elections.  However, like post-conflict societies, it is incorrect to assume that 

Sami and Indigenous Australia, as well as other indigenous nationalities, can equally participate in 

the State institutions. Their different relationships with host-States have produced discrimination, 

prejudice and often, as explained by Yunupingu (1997[3]) denial of both human and cultural rights.  

Wider research has focused on law, health and employment for indigenous minorities and in these 

fields recognised many dilemmas facing indigenous groups (eg: Reid and Trompf, 1991).  

International and localised research is therefore essential to fill the void on governance for 

indigenous peoples inside stable democracies such as Australia and Sweden. 

 

Questions unanswered in this field include the debate over individual rights against collective 

rights, representation or direct democracy, authority and legitimacy of governance structures, and 

the concept of 'good governance' as an indication that traditional governance is 'bad'.  Most 

importantly is the gap in understanding of indigenous governance structures that existed before  

contact. How are these structures maintained in a modern world of globalising forces, previous 

colonial practices?  Traditional governance is intrinsically tied to indigenous peoples' cosmology 

and, as an encompassing spiritual philosophy, has implications for all aspects of society including 

daily actions, law, health and education.  As the universal human rights can be considered a western 

construct (Delanty, 2000), their imposition on groups that formally possessed forms of traditional 

governance must be questioned.  O'Malley has hinted at  this direction when he explains that liberal 

governance must address the length it can reach into traditional governance before encountering 

substantial contradictions (O'Malley, 1998: 170).  The creation of UN policies on good governance 

provides an opportunity to research how far the ideology would like to go.  It is the role of 

intelligent researchers to examine the alternative view and establish the point of substantial 

contradiction. 

 

Although former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan has stated that “good governance depends on 

the stability and security of parliaments” (UNDP, 2008[1]), the universality of such a broad notion 

should still be questioned.  My analysis in the field of indigenous populations in stable democracies 

will question whether the implementation of UN 'good governance' methods (UNDP, 2004; 

OHCHR, 2007; UNDP, 2008[1]) are actually in conflict with the actions of indigenous peoples in 
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performing their traditional cultural expressions, their intangible heritage.  If this is the case then the 

UN are promoting institutions that contribute to the reduction of cultural diversity.  This can be 

discussed by addressing the problematic question of whether Parliament, as a neo-liberal tool of 

good governance, is compatible with traditional indigenous governance structures.  Carole A. 

O'Leary  realises that democracy must evolve in an indigenous way, not through imposition by an 

external force (UNESCO, 2004[1]).  I argue that this must be expanded to include the observation 

that institutions that bring democracy be implemented through an indigenous world view.  Any 

other system, not subject to impartial and ruthless critic, should be considered a direct attempt to 

alter the traditional structure.  My research will therefore attempt to reveal whether parliament is a 

non-indigenous institution. 

 

The lack of international research and analysis of the comparison of liberal governance institutions 

and they impact upon indigenous settings is cause for concern.  It is a concern for the role of 

diversity in the continued legitimacy of liberalism's institutional authority: parliament.  In its 

practical sense all global processes must be questioned and analysed.  This includes whether the UN 

is imposing alien governance structures upon indigenous peoples, and whether that contributes to 

the destruction the cultural systems of unique cultural systems.  It is only through exploring 

individual case studies of cosmologies that are different to neo-liberal cosmology that the self-

determination of each group of indigenous peoples can be developed. 

 

4. Aim 

 

The problem outlined above goes beyond the scope of any single piece of research and should 

instead be undertaken across multiple levels of governance and investigated in several liberal 

institutions and indigenous populations.  I believe that individual research goals should seek to 

contribute to an overall discussion rather than solve a universal issue.  It is therefore not the aim of 

this research to attempt to address all that has been identified as missing in international research, to 

to solve the ongoing relationship crises between cosmologies. 

 

Instead this thesis will use Indigenous Australia and The Sami People as indigenous populations 

inside stable democratic countries.  A comparison will be made of traditional governance structures 

with those structures and processes imposed by the implemented of liberal institution of Parliament.  
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The result will be an understanding of how, if at all, traditional governance is compatible with a 

western concept of democratic authority. 

 

To phrase this aim from a theoretical approach: this thesis will demonstrate that institutional 

structures are culturally specific and implementation can change shared meaning in the given 

culture. 

 

 5. Research Question 

My research investigates the broad question of: 

 Does the UN 'good governance' indicator of parliament conflict with the notion of 

 indigenous governance?  

 

This will be studied by addressing structures of indigenous governance and then asking what the 

processes of parliament entail.  The comparison of indigenous governance with the processes of 

parliament will answer the main focal question. With Sami and Aboriginal peoples as examples the 

research will follow a practical approach to establish notions of indigenous governance and change. 

 

 

 6. Methodology 

 

6.1 Research Structure 

This thesis is structured to follow a qualitative comparison of two indigenous groups.  Rather than 

outline one and then the other I will demonstrate the transformation differences between each 

group. After discussing methodology, the theoretical framework of culture and institutions each of 

the case studies will be explored in a simple order of A, B and C where the following applies. 

 

 A: The structure of Aboriginal cosmology is explored to reveal historical and practical 

 frameworks for traditional governance structures.  This empirical section will outline a 

 broad and general perspective of what it means to be Aboriginal.  While not specific to a 

 single community the varying elements from across Australia are linked in both this essay 

 to reveal a united cultural spirituality that can be called 'Aboriginal'. 
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 B. As a major variable the institution of Parliament is investigated to provide a framework 

 of understanding of how ideology is inherent in institutions.  Expanding on the theoretical 

 section, this empirical section will develop some of the concepts that allow for Parliament to 

 be recognised as a device for good governance. It is important to understand chronological 

 events as parliament is a European institution developed only a few hundred years ago. This 

 is in contrast to Aboriginal cosmology which has been evolving for more than 40,000 years. 

 

C. As this theory section will develop an understanding of commonalities among indigenous 

people, so the empirical section will identify Sami culture, not as a traditional people, but as 

a group who have adopted parliament as a governance institution.  Much information on 

traditional Sami practices can be found in the Aboriginal empirical section for it is in these 

common spiritual elements that the meaning of 'indigenous' can be found.  Instead the 

version of modern Sami will be highlighted in relation to the traditional model. A greater 

idea of how Sami relate to each other in current society will be revealed through identifying 

key features of an indigenous culture with its own parliament.  

 

While all three sections will be separated, there will also be overlap in the discussion.  In a complex 

modern society it is impossible to ignore traditional structures.  When discussing indigenous culture 

it is also impossible to ignore the effect that colonialism has had upon the peoples.  For this reason 

the discussion overlap of past and present practices may appear out of place, but it is essential to 

reveal to correct place of any society as they exist today. 

 

Finally the concluding section will address the overall framework model including my four 

variables.  This will allow an accurate view of whether Indigenous traditional governance and neo-

liberal Parliament are in conflict.  The conclusions drawn allow an answer to be generated as to 

whether UN policy of good governance is in conflict with Aboriginal and Sami world-views.  The 

role of the accumulated data is therefore to portray a picture of traditional governance and reveal the 

differences between indigenous and neo-liberal structures.  

 

6.2 Case studies 

This essay is based on the use of comparative case studies.  Burnham et al (2004) have explained 

that the “comparative method is about observing and comparing carefully selected cases on the 
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basis of some stimulus being absent or present.”  To follow this reasoning my cases have been 

selected to maximize experimental variance, while still being representative, and controlling the 

extraneous variance (ibid.).  In other words, Aboriginal and Sami cultures are representative of 

indigenous populations however have enough difference to demonstrate the aim of this thesis.  

Some of these differences include: 

� current governance structures whereby the Sami have a parliament while Aboriginal 

organisations remain ad hoc;  

� The Sami are one people while Aborigines are more that 200 distinct entities; and 

� the way each group has been isolated or incorporated into their host-society in different 

ways.   

The similarities between cultures can be seen to include: 

� self definition as indigenous peoples 

� dispossession through colonial practices 

� remote and isolated geographical locations 

� assistance gained from the UN as distinct groups of indigenous peoples 

 

Using these similarities and differences our research motivation can be seen in selection of case 

studies.  The stimulus in question is the whether institution of parliament imposes conflicting ideas 

upon traditional governance structures and the choice of Sami and Aboriginal populations allows 

for accurate analysis of this stimulus. 

 

Burnham et al. (ibid.) understand that explanations are limited to specific case studies in that it is 

impossible to tell “whether future changes are due to changes in personnel or external developments 

such as new government policies.”  I agree with this basic premise that more groups must be 

studied to demonstrate the claim that parliament conflicts with traditional governance and 

acknowledge  that each new culture, or cross-examination will be constrained by its own historical 

and social circumstances.  I would argue however that when dealing with indigenous cultures the 

majority of  change is due to government policy.  In relationship to good governance it is also the 

added effect of UN policy. 

 

6.3 Variable overview 

Burnham et al (ibid.). cite Lijphart in explaining the empirical relationship between two or more 
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variables.  This is the key to political science research provided the potential effects of all other 

variables on that relationship are held constant.  One dilemma associated with the study of culture, 

and especially indigenous culture, is the diverse nature of culture itself becomes a complex variable.    

Some of these include geography, external discrimination, population size, national  government 

policy, and global development policy.  The other side of studying indigenous cultures is that many 

have suffered similar persecution at the hands of external colonial, imperial and national regimes. 

By accepting the increasing research that all indigenous peoples have suffered, the differences in 

culture can, to a point, be controlled.  Any further research into indigenous governance must 

acknowledge those differences that cannot be controlled and assist my current discussion by 

increasing the number of case studies. 

 

Bearing this in mind it is possible to identify the dependent variable in this thesis as the relationship 

between parliament and traditional governance.  It can further be understood that the UN good 

governance policy is directly related to this issue and affects the ability of indigenous groups to 

adapt parliament to their own needs.  Realising the importance of Barnes lament that “country is the 

most commonly proper name/explanatory variable in comparative politics (Barnes, 2006) it is 

possible to reassess research direction and follow a path that establishes culture, not countries, as 

the primary focus for comparative studies.  That is the an underlying motive of this research.   

 

A greater breakdown of variables linking them to the theoretical framework is provided in the 

operationalisation section of this thesis.  For now I will identify the four key variables that influence 

the relationship between Parliament and traditional governance.  These are resources, role of 

individuals, the legitimacy of authority, and individual identity.  Combined they form a collective or 

group identity.  A reading of Plato's Republic at face value provides an understanding of society, 

politics and morals.  Closer inspection reveals these four elements present as key components in 

Plato's denouncement of his imperfect societies. 

 

In the discussion of  timarchy, while referring specifically to Sparta, there can be found a message 

of how to use the limited resources available.  The recurring theme is that the character of the father, 

in the perfect state, does not worry about resources.  However the son witnesses actions of the 

guardians and begins to understand life in terms of a relationship with gold, silver, bronze, iron and 

even women.  More than a modern theory, the use of distribution of resources has been key in 
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classical governance theories.  It is one element that guides the construction of society. 

 

Plato moves his discussion to the governance form of oligarchy.  The character of a person in this 

society is focused on the making of money.  It is from the love of money previously established that 

oligarchy can form (Plato, 30).  Far from the community notion of the Republic, this person has an 

individual focus where the self comes before the state. Both notions refer to the relationship 

between people and government.  They are discussions on the role of governance by an Individual 

in The State.  This is becomes the second variable to be used when discussion conceptions of 

governance. 

 

A transition from oligarchy to democracy
5
 reveals another change in character.  With democracy 

comes new ideas of liberty and equality.   The father, as a member of a different form of society, is 

in awe of the son.  The son possesses a freedom that is unheard of by the parent.  Negatively this 

can be further developed as a freedom from the state and its laws.  Both interpretations show that 

embedded with freedom is a questioning of authority.  Does the father maintain control over a free 

son?  Can the state order the son to obey?  This questioning of the legitimacy of authority is the 

third variable as to how a society is constructed. 

 

Finally Plato turns to tyranny.  To understand this form of rule he explains the breakdown of 

democracy as where “everything is full of this spirit of liberty” (Plato, 322).  This realisation is 

reformed as the people “in their determination to have no master they disregard all laws, written or 

unwritten” (ibid).  It can be understood that with the breakdown of collective rule there is nothing 

but the individual who can take control as their own master.  The tyrant who assumes rule does so at 

his own detriment and falls victim to the same processes as the people.  The final variable is society 

is clearly the construction of individual identity.  

  

In The Republic Plato speaks primarily on character and morals however I have explained that there 

is an underlying discussion on the elements required to form society.  With morals becoming the 

definitive feature of good or bad, and including his previous discussion as to the structure of society, 

it is my interpretation that the basic components of society, indeed any group identity are laid out in 

                                                 
5 It must be remembered that Plato and Athenian understandings of democracy is different to modern conceptions. 

However the main concepts allow for a reliable discuss. My use here is not to discuss the differences, but to identify 

Plato's construction of society. 
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Part IX of The Republic.  If these four elements are the construction and change of society then it 

must be the combination of resource distribution, role of the individual, legitimacy of the authority 

and the individual identity that creates group identity.  This must be so because society is, in one 

form, a collective group subject to the forms consistent with the morals of its members.  As such I 

will take the analysis of these variables and apply them to my study of group relationships.  This 

process will determine whether the group identity of parliament is compatible with the group 

identity of an indigenous people. 

 

 

6.4 Materials 

This discussion revolves around several competing structures.  It is therefore essential for a 

thorough investigation to include a wide scope of material.  The data will help to reveal what a 

more comprehensive definition of 'parliament' and 'indigenous'.  To this end UN reports on good 

governance, democracy and parliament have been included, as have appropriate declarations on 

both culture and human rights.  Speeches and interviews from radio and conferences further the 

examination by providing alternative means of communication.  Websites from government bodies, 

the UN and cultural institutions have been cited as they express a further angle of cultural 

communication.  Materials under this structure are both secondary and tertiary in nature. 

 
6.5 Literature Distribution 
To provide balance against the negative effects of language and structure, it is essential to draw 

from a wide variety sources and formats. Ross (2006)  has noted the benefits of drawing from many 

sources to provide a deeper picture of a culture. Therefore radio interviews, conference speeches, 

journal articles, UN documents, government reports and theoretical research have all been utilised 

in an attempt to cover as broad a scope of human communication as possible. This research should 

also be seen as contributing the work of the Byblos Centre
 
in their quantitative survey studies on 

post-conflict parliaments, as well as the methodology of citizen participation. Combined cultural 

generalisations are reduced and greater understanding of human difference is reached. 

 

6.6 Language 

Some methodological limitations are common to all research.  After land values it is primarily when 

exploring cultures it is language that drives meaning and understanding (Dodson, 1994; Solbakk, 

1997)
 
.  Although relating to Aboriginal and Sami world-views all documents have acquired have 
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been in English.  This is solely due my inability to understand more than one language.  However it 

should be realised that, for the Sami English is a third language after their traditional tongue and 

that of their host State.  In Australia English is primarily taught to Aborigines as a first language but 

it is not their traditional language.  Any comprehensive interpretation of Aboriginal culture should 

recognise that language is central to cosmology (and therefore governance).  English 

communication is in an alien tongue
6
 that may not have the same conceptual or linguistic structure 

as the studied culture.  

 

It should be noted then that all material sourced is a products of a liberal, western structures, much 

being either ethnographic or formulated to international standards rather than in oral histories or in 

original languages.  All documents presented in this framework must there for be critically 

examined to establish whose voice is being heard: western or indigenous.  In an attempt to reduce 

the distortion of translation I have incorporated a wide variety of sources.  These include radio 

interviews, speeches and fieldwork reports.  A more comprehensive list and explanation is outlined 

above 

 

6.7 Literature Time frame 

No time-frame has been placed upon the literature list.  This is primarily due to the evolving nature 

of indigenous interactions with global and state institutions.  Each year conferences, global 

declarations and scientific journals add to the debate and provide increased understanding of 

indigenous governance issues.  However the implementation of the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights in 1946 has provided a guide for current academic literature in this thesis.   

 

Time frames placed upon indigenous groups often provide data distortion.  Too small a frame can 

reduce the natural effects evolution has on a cultural.  For this reason, although much of the 

discussion revolves around Twentieth century interpretations of Parliament, I have also attempted to 

include ideas of traditional perspectives before colonial contact. 

 

6.8 Contact Problems 

It should also be noted that further literature was sought to provide a more inclusive study.  The 

Byblos Centre has undertaken a series of studies and conference on culture and democracy.  I 

                                                 
6 A Anderson 
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attempted contact with the Byblos Centre in a search for documents relating to their research but no 

response has been heard.  This could be in part due to the increasing unrest in the area around the 

Byblos Centre offices in Lebanon.  

 

Part of the role of the Sami Parliament is to distribute information on its people and increase 

knowledge.  In search of information to my research I attempted contact with the Sami Information 

Centre.  Again no reply has been forthcoming, possibly due to the language barrier. 

 

Data remains as being sourced from secondary and tertiary sources and will not affect my results, 

only provide a reduced scope of evidence.  Any future study will go to greater lengths to access 

information and increase the depth of each case study. 

 

6.9 Reliability 

Although the language dilemma is unresolvable, the reliability of this research is increased by the 

wide range of sources.  Excluding the format of presentation these sources fall into two categories: 

 *official documents (UN declarations and research, national legislation and reports); 

 * qualified experts (Indigenous representatives, established theoretical researchers) 

Measurement of sources is primarily characterised by the differences between each of these 

categories.  Some documents fall into the first category but have been used as the second to cite the 

changing thoughts as they are enhanced by grass-roots research.  Others also provide a third 

alternative view of cultural exchange however the scope of this research does not allow adequate 

space to investigate these avenues.  Though this measurement process it is possible to identify 

sources that attempt to interpret indigenous cultures and those that seek to advance western 

ideological interests.   

 

6.10 Validity 

Any comparative study must have appropriate variables to ensure validity.  As such this research is 

attempting to identify parliament's relationship to cultural change through the examples of 

Aboriginal and Sami societies.  It is impossible to argue comparatively with a single case, therefore 

the use of Sami and Aboriginal governance structures provides a step, but not an end, to 

establishing validity.  More case studies should be undertaken to test the theories against other 

cultures possibly including the Masai, the Amish, and even individual Aboriginal tribes.  Numerical 
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expansion of case studies does not deny validity of the original research, instead it reduces the 

tendency to seek abstract generalisations as solid evidence.  Those generalisations applied in this 

research show that indigenous people around the world, including Canada, the Pacific and Africa, 

all share similar experiences of colonisation, dispossetion and assimilation.  It is therefore possible 

to see themes from Canadian authors experiences manifesting in comments by Aboriginal activists.  

This is revealed clearest in my conclusion where I generalise my research to cite several workshops 

conducted around the world on the subject of indigneous governance. 

 

By examining the sources included in these two case studies it is possible to show a valid 

relationship between method and theory.  It would be inappropriate to attempt a cultural analysis or 

consider alternative human structures without including the reasoning of members of those groups.  

As such my research includes theories and conceptual ideas raised and promoted by Sami and 

Aboriginal people.  Although not a comprehensive analysis of literature, the sources used provide 

enough scope to establish validity of this investigation into the relationship between parliament and 

culture. 

 

As the purpose of this research is to create an understanding of the relationship between parliament 

and indigenous governance then a comparative study of two cases is the best method. Use of data 

that attempts to justify or explain both western and indigenous ideology therefore become essential 

to find an answer to whether there is a conflict between the two governance systems.  The 

conclusions of this thesis, allowing for further research, will be able to provide a valid and reliable 

resolution on whether there is conflict between western parliament and indigenous cultures. 

 

6.11 Disposition 

So far I have provided an introduction to the issues at hand. This ultimately involve the 

implementation of good governance practices upon indigenous governance structures. The 

discussion will revolve around the appropriateness of such actions when considered in the light of 

colonial actions and perceived differences between neo-liberal and indigenous cosmology.  

 

From this point in the article I will present the theoretical framework that will accompany my afore 

outlined methodology. Firstly I briefly discuss why I believe this work to be a cultural perspective 

rather than a structural or institutional analysis. Supporting this reasoning is an outline of the three 
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principle factors of parliament, good governance and traditional governance. I conclude my separate 

theory discussion by operationalising several key concepts into a manageable model and describe 

the four variables that can be used to identify whether there is a conflict between parliament and 

traditional governance structures. 

 

My empirical section may appear to be unusual but it is necessarily structured to display the nature 

of influence that an institution has on culture. I have presented, in effect, three case studies of 

Aboriginal society, parliament as an institution, and modern Sami. In each of these sections I 

explain why I have chosen to frame each in this context and present a historical and practical 

perspective on the operations of each case. 

 

After outlining the three cases I turn to a combined analysis section where I interweave thoughts 

from each section. There are two reasons for this. First that since colonisation there has, and cannot 

be, any separation of evolutionary and cultural development. Secondly my study focuses not on the 

factors but on the space and interplay between each one. Rather than looking at the parliament and 

Sami entities I explore where the point of contradiction lies. To accurately perform this task it is 

necessary to examine Aboriginal, Sami and parliamentary operations simultaneously. 

 

Summarising my research I conclude this discussion with a review of my argument and suggest 

some points for further investigation into the use of neo-liberal institutions upon traditional 

governance structures. 
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Chapter 2 

 

 7. Theoretical Framework 

This chapter will provide an overview of key theoretical thoughts that drive this discussion. Perhaps 

the most important is the debate between cultural and structural reasoning. I explain that institutions 

are culturally based and therefore it is inappropriate to draw an institutional conclusion from this 

discussion. I claim that parliament is culturally constructed and this section provides essential 

models that assist in establishing whether the construction is able to be imposed upon an alien
7
 

culture.  

 

We can accept Lichbach and Zuckerman's assertion that comparative politics has an ambitious 

scope of inquiry where no political phenomenon is foreign to it (Lichbach and Zuckerman, 2006).   

It is also possible to agree with their reasoning that a case must be examined to reveal what it tells 

us about a larger phenomenon (ibid).  However examining similar structures or generalising on 

complex social issues as interests of rational individuals can never fully explore the complete scope 

of human endeavour.  A more appropriate comparison is to draw on case studies such as two 

conflicting world-views to understand how differences in multi-faceted societies evolve.   

Examination can be used to show the importance of being critical of normative structures as well as 

those of alternate beliefs.  Cultural comparisons can then be used to develop an appreciation of the 

differing origins of world-views rather than highlight the differences as end products.  The 

individual cases can inform us, but not necessarily answer all our questions, nor resolve them into a 

single answer.  With this in mind I set out the following framework for investigation. 

 

7.1 What is culture? 

It has been suggested that culture is the cause of identity (see Lichbach and Zuckerman, 2006; 

Dodson, 1994; Geertz, 1973 for ideas on meaning and self-identity).  One of the reasons for this is 

that Geertz has realised that culture is more then a legal definition, it is about meaning.  He has 

referred to Weber's understanding of 'webs of significance' to define culture the webs and “the 

                                                 
7 See Sullivan, Anderson 
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analysis of it to be therefore not an experimental science in search of law but an interpretive one in 

search of meaning (Geertz, 1973:5)”.  Pushing further it is possible to realise that 'webs of 

significance' are not just human creations, but grow from specific cultures and identities.  Culture is 

the public (ibid: 12) formation of institutions, nuances and social interactions that guide and inform 

people across generations.  It is in this light that I understand culture in an age of self-determination 

to evolve best by a given group of people using their knowledge to inform and implement the 

system that is best for themselves.  Any outside involvement, including my analysis of Aboriginal 

and Sami, is an intrinsically incomplete (ibid: 29) interpretation and not fully embedded with 

specific meaning.   

 

7.2 Culturalist perspective 

An understanding of culturalist perspectives has been presented by Lichbach.  He explains that the 

main focus of cultural analysis is on custom and ritual to define the social and understand meaning 

of roles (Lichbach, 2006: 246) thereby identifying differing constituencies of reality (ibid: 245).  

Lowndes has highlighted a recent change in theoretical research where rational choice 

institutionalists can now understand that “the actors, the institutions within which they operate, and 

the common knowledge that informs action are culturally constructed (Lowndes, 2002: 107)”. It can 

thereby be seen that culture and community are the bases of social control (Lichbach, 2006: 246).  

Any cultural study must acknowledge that control is different across communities as too are 

obligations and roles of its members.  A change in community will reveal a change in control.  A 

change in control will produce different obligations and therefore a different community. 

 

7.3 Structural institutions 

Alternatively this thesis could be interpreted as presenting its argument from a structural 

perspective. Lichbach has explained the structural view as rising above participant beliefs (ibid: 48) 

to be more about the relationship between individuals and institutions (Lowndes, 2002: 90). 

Lowndes has furthered this reasoning by citing critiques of institutionalism who realise that there is 

“much, much more to politics that the formal arrangements for representation, decision-making and 

policy implementation (ibid: 90)”. She explains that it is possible to understand that “institutions are 

purposeful human constructions designed to solve collective action problems (ibid: 96)”. Recent 

thought has shifted to  reveal that new institutionalism, especially normative institutionalism, has 

established a research focus on the way in which seemingly neutral rules and structures values 
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actually embody power relationships and can determine behaviour within settings (see Lowndes).  

As an intermediary institution, Parliament can therefore been seen as the relationship between the 

individual and the state, at the very least an expression of that relationship. 

 

7.4 Traditional Governance 

There are great complexities when dealing with sovereignty of a people inside a sovereign state. 

While there may be an argument to portray humans action through a rational choice approach (Levi, 

2006) and understand all people as citizens, it is the collective association that forms culture. It is 

not the differences in daily practices but the myriad of world-views that provides the greatest and 

clearest examples of human diversity. The very notion of diversity is developed through communal 

actions (UNESCO, 2002) not from individuals. It is situations where indigenous sacred beliefs meet 

that demonstrate the vast contrasts in human understanding and that concepts of what is 'rational' 

vary across space and time.  It has previously been explained that many liberal notions are 

unworkable in Aboriginal social relations (O'Malley, 1998) and that the reality may be that the 

Aboriginal worldview may be inimical to participation and broad social inclusion (Martin, 2005).  

Even the UN expert group on indigenous people acknowledged that there are different structures 

(PFII, 2006: Article 10) in different cultures which possess alternate forms of leadership, 

accountability, power and decision making.  With this in mind it is possible to explore what it is in 

indigenous cultures that separates them from European thinking. First with Aboriginal Australia, 

then Sami, I will outline a perspective of representative parliament. 

 

7.5 Parliament 

In the empirical section of this essay I will develop a more complex history of parliament, its 

structure and components. As there are many varieties of parliamentary democracy I shall limit 

myself to acknowledging their existence and focusing on the key parts of any parliamentary system. 

This brief outline will serve as a basic theoretical overview. 

 

Parliament is a democratic institution founded on the notion of representation of the people. Its 

existence is less that five hundred years and stems from revolutionary England when men were 

searching to be free from an oppressive monarchy. The foundation is that all men are equal and that 

everyone is capable of autonomy. Therefore individuals are capable of both choosing their leaders 

and leading others.  
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Parliament as a system works through regular elections where citizens can vote. The majority of 

votes grants victory to a representative. While this process seems justified it becomes more abstract 

with the inclusion of financial concerns, political motivation of choices and self interested 

representatives. The union of representatives into parties and then into a government further 

removes individual choice as the government committees are effectively the representatives of the 

representatives, not of the people directly. 

 

7.6 Good Governance 

In creating their good governance package the UNDP have identified parliament as a  “uniquely 

legitimate democratic institution, with a central role to play in all governance processes (UNDP, 

2008[1]).”  This legitimacy is seen to come from the people as autonomous rational individuals 

capable of both choosing their leaders and being leaders themselves.  However more than 

representatives of the people, parliaments are comprised of the people (Uhr, 1998; Held, 2003; 

UNDP, 2008[2]).  By nature so too are governments constituted as they are of parliamentary 

representatives.  Parliaments are therefore elected by, comprised of, and governed by rational 

autonomous individuals with an elite chosen from those representatives to represent the parliament.  

As rational individuals know what they desire, and as representatives know what the people desire, 

so parliaments deliver a system better designed to cater for rational individual needs than any other 

form of governance. 

 

The processes and regulations of parliament are designed to provide support and protection from 

tyranny for citizens (Uhr, 1998; Singleton et al, 2003, UNDP, 2008[3]) who can be seen as rational 

individuals. This includes the protection of human rights and the accounting for special interest 

groups that may have been or are currently disadvantaged such as women and indigenous groups 

(UNDP, 2008[1]; Singleton et al, 2003).  Regulations ensure that these goals are negotiated through 

discussion rather than violence (UNDP 2008[1] [2]).  It can be seen that this management of 

political space is the essence of good governance as it protects the values eschewed by the human 

rights (Donnelly, 2003).  More so it can be seen that human rights principles inform the content of 

good governance efforts (OHCHR, 2007).  Good governance and huan rights are therefore 

intrinsically linked and promoted and implemented through parliament.  
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A further aspect of good governance is the accountability of government to, first parliament, then 

the people (Singleton et al, 2003).  Even including Locke's assessment that government does not 

require constant approval by parliament (Uhr, 1998), the processes of discussion and review ensures 

governments follow acceptable procedures. Coupled with parliamentary review the government is 

also accountable to the people.  

 

As specified in the good governance for the protection of human rights document, there are more 

elements of good governance than that which I have mentioned here. However all discussions 

revolve around these two central themes of human rights and parliament as the delivery method. It 

should also be noted that the four key processes for good governance are the strengthening of 

democratic institutions, improvement of service delivery, the rule of law, and the combating of 

corruption (OHCHR, 2007, UNDP, 2008[1]).  It is with this model that I continue to refer to the UN 

policy of good governance. 

 

But all talk of this form of good governance should raise proverbial eyebrows from Rossena 

McCrae who asserted of the British model in 1997 that the “Westminster style of parliament is 

basically held up as the example that you would not particularly want to aspire to.  It is very 

confrontational, it is adversarial, it is not particularly effective” (McCrae, 2007).  Granted that the 

Westminster system is a specific British model that has been adapted around the world, the 

implementation of any form of parliament should address this critique.
 
When the ideology of the 

UN  and the theoretical perspective of governance policy remains unquestioned, so too does the 

notion of what good governance means for indigenous peoples. While I do not address the whole of 

the UN package this research questions the foundation of a universal notion of good governance. 

Parliament has been identified as the primary tool and I therefore use it to investigate whether there 

are conflicts between governance structures.  

 

It is also important to remember that good governance is a package, not an institution. This may 

change over time in the same way that parliament evolved from a collective meeting into a series of 

processes and essential operational factors. Today good governance is simply a series of processes 

and beliefs that are available from other institutions and that the UN believe are essential for human  

existence. 
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7.7 Motivation of framework 

Where does this theoretical framework leave the discussion of parliament and culture?   For many 

years research was undertaken with the belief in “the dominance of the institutional approach within 

political science [where] its assumptions and practices were rarely specified, let alone subject to 

sustained critique” (Lowndes, 2002).  Single directional theoretical research can often lead to single 

directional answers.  Therefore it can be interpreted from an institutional perspective that 

democracy and individuality have become, through the UN and associated policies of Human 

Rights, untouchable components in a universal policy of neo-liberalism without questioning the 

association with either culture or individual choice.  However it is now acceptable to explore 

alternate theories and human governance structures
8
 that can provide viable debate and questions 

over the strict imposition of a singular ideology.  Even from inside  the  liberal (UNESCO, 1949; 

UNESCO, 2004[2]) tradition there are growing discussions of what democracy means and how it 

should exist in various societies
9
. The conclusion of these reports tends to reaffirm the 

institutionalization of democratic principles as the only solution to governance, law and human 

evolution despite O'Malley noting that many liberal notions are unworkable in Aboriginal social 

relations (O'Malley, 1998).  Although UNESCO has revealed that there are times when there is a 

clash between elements of democracy and components of various cultures (UNESCO, 2004[1]: 15) 

explaining that “some democratic systems are incompatible with certain cultures, but no culture is 

incompatible with democracy.  It is the object of study for this thesis to investigate whether the 

institution of parliament is one of those systems incompatible with some cultures.  The theory and 

methodology outlined above can be used to understand whether parliament is a specific ideological 

construct, and its attempted imposition upon other cultures is to ignore meaning and function.  

 

7.8 Operationalisation 

My current framing of theory and method may appear to some to be abstract and diverse.  In part 

this reflects the complicated nature of investigating culture and human patterns.  Allowing for 

different meanings associated with alternative human interactions, I will now provide some clarity 

                                                 
8     Communism, Fascism and Communitarianism are three examples that use the community as a start point 

instead of individuals. See Heywood for a basic outline of these ideologies.  

9 One of the directives of the Byblos Centre is to investigate how democracy and parliament need to be adapted to 

different post-conflict societies. 
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on what I have outlined above. 

 

The diverse nature of human society and governance is embedded in cosmology and practiced 

through institutional structure and cultural expression.  Respectively they are displays of the world-

view; governance systems that support each world-view; and the meaning, displays and practices 

that manifest from world-view and institutional operations.  In this context the case-study shifts 

from Aboriginal and Sami as empirical cases to neo-liberal and Indigenous cosmology as theoretical 

cases.  This framework can be shown as: 

 

 

Table 1 

Cosmology  institutions   Cultural output 

neo-liberal   parliament structure  UN good governance 

Indigenous   traditional governance Indigenous society 

 

 

As culture begins at cosmology, is shaped by institutions and revealed but outputs, so this 

framework raises the question of parliament's compatibility with traditional governance.  The 

research question can now be focused into the interplay between cosmologies at the institutional 

phase.  Through examining a series of variables that apply to each cosmology this discussion can 

best examine the institutional interplay. 

 

This comparison is an important distinction as I believe that the separation between indigenous 

rights and human rights is the cultural distinctions between institutions.  Cosmology is the 

originating factor that defines an indigenous group and it is institutional practices that require 

special treatment to preserve cultural beliefs.  Analysis of Plato has revealed there are four variables 

that should be used to discuss forms of society.  These can be used for this discussion as they appear 

in indigenous groups, and then be compared against those ideas compliant with parliamentary goals.  

These are: 

1. resources 

2. role of individual 

3. legitimacy of authority 
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4. individual identity 

 

Each of these plays an integral part in the creation and implementation of cultural knowledge.  

Governance is more than about control of people but also about the distribution of resources (Uhr, 

1998; Singleton et al, 2003; De Tocqueville, 2003).  Therefore how and what a culture views as a 

resource is the first requirement of analysis.  The second factor is the role of individuals in each 

society for without individual humans there is no need for resource distribution, nor the ability to 

create and move resources.  This system, in fact any system, requires a level of legitimacy to ensure 

successful operation.  The governance system must be recognised by the people and authority 

thereby granted for the creation of knowledge, taking of power, and changes to the system.  The 

final factor in this discussion is the composition of individual identity. More than the role of each 

person, identity is how an individual views themselves in relation to their surrounds including the 

meaning they impose upon actions and practices (see Geertz, 1973, Bourdieu, 1990 ).  

 

The combination of variables culminates with the formation of group identity. As will be shown it is 

group identity that is at the heart of my discussion. Cultural identity as it manifests in neo-liberal 

ideology, or as a indigenous people is the key to understanding how structures work on populations. 

Culture is not an individual response, but a group identity that is important in its relationship to 

cosmology and cultural outputs. 

 

By examining these four variables it is possible to reliably investigate changes to human structures.  

This research investigates the changes at the institutional governance level and the effect one of 

those changes has upon culture.  In terms of the framework above it can be outlined as follows: 

 

Table 2 

Cosmology  institutions   Cultural output 

Indigenous   parliament structure  ????????? 

 

What becomes of the cultural expression if a neo-liberal institution is imposed upon an indigenous 

cosmology? Is the point of contention greater than the processes of traditional belief. In other 

words, if an alien institution is implanted upon a cosmology, does the resultant cultural output still 

reflect original society?  The Sami pose an excellent model for investigating this question. As an 
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indigenous people some practices are held in common with Aboriginal societies such as sacred 

knowledge, cosmology and traditional governance structures. However they have also been 

influenced by neo-liberal ideology through the use of parliament as a modern form of governance. 

By examining the three cases (Aboriginal, parliament, Sami) it can be explored as to what effect the 

institution has upon cultural output. Specifically it will be discussed with an idea as to whether the 

UN concept of good governance could be considered to be applying a neo-liberal agenda to 

indigenous cultures. 
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Chapter 3 

 

 8. The Empirical Cases 

Now that the framework of this discussion is established it is now possible to turn to a more 

thorough investigation of each case. In this section I will separate each group to explore: 

 A. Aboriginal 

 B. Parliament 

 C. modern Sami 

 

This structure is necessary as the Sami already have a parliament, a situation that maximises the 

difference between indigenous cases. More than a traditional indigenous people the Sami can be 

seen to have already adopted neo-liberal patterns. It can be understood that the following Aboriginal 

background is a cosmological perspective, the parliament section is the institution, and the Sami 

represent a version of cultural output. All three are relevant. All three are linked. All three are 

separate instruments in understanding human governance. 

 

 8.1 Aboriginal Australia 

In the 1980's the legal definition of what it meant to be an Australian Aboriginal was written as: 

 “An Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander is a person of Aboriginal or Torres Islander descent, 

 who identifies as an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander, and is accepted as such by the 

 community in which her or she lives.” (Dodson, 1994) 

This definition serves the State legal purposes but it does not address any understanding of what it 

means to be Aboriginal, nor mention any specific values or beliefs that separate and account for 

Aboriginality as an indigenous population.  There is no reference to cultural practices, traditional 

beliefs or cultural output.  One study into Aboriginal Governance has revealed that “institutions are 

the systems and processes that provide meaning and stability to social and cultural behaviour” 

Summary of Preliminary Findings Year 1, 2006) and it is this starting point that must be used to 

understand how Aboriginal structures differ at both a practical and theoretical level from that of 

neo-liberal perspectives.  It is these systems and processes that are missing from the legal definition. 
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At the core of all Aboriginal world-views is land. It is the basis of Aboriginal rights and the key to 

self-determinism and economic freedom (Yunupingi, 1997[1]; O'Donogue, 1997). Any discussion 

on Aboriginality has to separate the individual, the group and the land. As social justice is about 

day-to-day practices (Dodson, 1997) and governance is about everyday practice then justice is also 

about land rights.  Governance, therefore, is about land rights. This is at odds with the western 

concept of property rights as ownership and real estate commences with the individual, not the land 

itself. 

 

O'Malley has explained that the family serves as the source of authority and justice (O'Malley, 

1998).  Each Aboriginal family has a specific relationship with the land and each other.  In many 

Aboriginal communities there is an avoidance relationship system where certain individuals cannot 

be present in the same room, or look at, those related to them such as a mother-in-law (Anderson, 

2002).  They are custodians or caretakers rather than users and owners.  Enshrined in a complex 

kinship system Aboriginal culture places the family as the core social unit with legitimacy as the 

source of authority and justice in both formal and informal system (O'Malley, 1998) and also by 

definition the core form of governance.  A recent project into improving indigenous governance has 

reported back in its first year of findings that:  

 “Indigenous community and regional governance arrangements are dynamic, with complex 

 systems of representations and leadership, overlapping constituencies, networks of families 

 and groups associated with organisations, and complex systems of mandate, accountability 

 and authority” (Summary of Preliminary Findings Year 1, 2006) 

With relationship to the land as the prime focus it is resource distribution that drives the need for 

laws and justice, not possession or information access as proposed by the modern liberal 

democracies.  It is resource distribution that defines and teaches kinship obligations and family that 

shapes governance (Dodson, 1994) 

 

Aboriginal society maintains divisions of responsibilities where, even inside the family, there is a 

division of both labour and power across gender and age (Yarmirr, 1997).  From an Aboriginal 

perspective power and authority are viewed differently. Women have special rights, not less, and 

both genders possess a respect for each others roles and how they affected society
10
.  Women and 

youth may be treated differently to men through ownership, authority and power over stories, 

                                                 
10 The same argument applies across age as the old teach the young and initiation leads to increased knowledge and 

further responsibilities to the past and the future 
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knowledge and ways of life.  More than domestic workers, women were a part of the past and 

future, part of transmitting intangible heritage and this role in society was accepted as necessary to 

the survival of the group.  Governance in traditional systems is inherent in  kinship, ceremony and 

dance as communication devices (Yarmirr, 1997).  

 

A common element across cultures is the use of ceremonies as rituals to define, reinforce and teach 

social norms to each generation.  As such these rituals contain a spiritual element where the 

community, the family and the land merge with ancestors and the origins of man. Spirituality  

informs governance processes (Anderson, 2002) through participation in both rituals and daily life. 

In her speech to an Indigenous governance conference Anderson (ibid.) clarifies the individual's 

role in Aboriginal culture whereby a person's position in the family and function to society is 

determined by their skin (aboriginal) name. 

 

The spiritual association stemming from land and stretching through kinship to the individual traces 

the legitimate governance process of traditional Aboriginal society. Dodson (Dodson, 1997) 

explains that any understanding of law, culture and spiritual actions must begin with the land. In the 

Aboriginal cosmology individuals are not liberal subjects but a community (O'Malley, 1998) 

interwoven with the past and the future across the common element of land. Individuals are divided 

by gender, age and kinship to serve the greater purpose of ensuring the preservation of sacred 

knowledge and custodial rights. 

 

Each component of the whole has its place in the world. Knowledge and practice are linked to 

provide stability and security to the population and the land.  Everything has its place in the world, 

even the point where salt and fresh water mix.  

   

 

 8.2 Parliament Imagined 

It has been explained that, while all communities has gatherings, their form, membership and 

discussions vary (Singleton et al, 2003; Held 2003) across systems and cultures.  For the Sami it 

was the Siida , and Aborigines conducted corroborrees. The form that has taken root in modern 

society is a representative democracy whereby citizens elect fellow citizens as members to 

parliament to serve as representatives of their interests (Singleton et al, 2003). One of its principles 
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is, as Uhr (1998) explains, the natural but unrealisable goal of freedom from any superior power on 

earth. There are three important and intertwined, reasons for exploring this institution. Firstly, 

although democracy is a contested term, it currently can be understood to revolve around the 

citizen's right to vote.  Parliament's association with elections and citizen representation is the 

embodiment of any democratic system (UNDP, 2008[1]) as those systems require  political equality 

and a rule of the people (Held, 2003).  Secondly parliament expresses liberalism's understanding of 

rationally motivated, independent individuals.  Thirdly Parliament is part of the UN 'good 

governance (UNDP, 2008[2], UNDP, 2008[3])' package to ensure accountability and bring 

democratic peace to the world. 

 

In his book 'Democracy in America', Alexis De Tocqueville provides an interesting contrast of 

democratic ideals.  Although concluding that America makes democracy work better than elsewhere 

in the world, he also concedes that parliament, elections, and democracy in general have negative 

effects. I will not attempt to emulate De Tocqueville's analysis, instead leaving it to individual 

reader to choose whether to draw upon his comprehensive debate to further their own 

understandings.  My research will focus primarily upon an overview of parliament, not democracy, 

and representative parliament in particular. A good breakdown is also available by Daryn Leas 

(2005: 133) in relation to indigenous cultures where he explains the need for leadership skills and 

understandings of family structure. 

 

8.2.1 What is Parliament? 

While democracy has origins in ancient Greece the modern idea of parliamentary representation  

stems from English liberal thinkers such as Locke, Burke, Hobbes, Paine.  A literal understanding of 

the word is simply a group discussion however parliament as it is understood today, and 

implemented by UN policy, is a combination of liberal views and individual responsibility.  Uhr 

provides a brief history of their involvement in the many institutional forms that parliaments should 

and do take.  Primarily it is the core representative institution that establishes the legal and political 

conditions of civil liberty (Uhr, 1998), and thereby framing the relationship between individuals and 

citizens (ibid.). Three functions are essential to any liberal institution: protect individual rights, pass 

laws, represent the populace (ibid) and parliament successfully achieves these (Summers, 1997).  

 

Because the dominant liberal thinking understands that “the only legitimate basis for rule is 
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consent” (Uhr, 1998; Held, 2003), Parliament, as the institution of popular consent through the vote, 

becomes the only legitimate form rule (Henriksen, 1999).  Even analysis of the Iranian Parliament 

notes that widespread public participation gives the State legitimacy (Instant Guide, 2008).  But the 

nature of government and representation requires the forming of an elite, an executive to organise 

the processes of parliament.  Locke and Hobbes (Uhr, 1998) envisioned this executive coming from 

the parliament but not requiring continual confirmation, turning parliament into a forum for 

executive decision rather than democratic discussion. This executive elite, often called government, 

has turned into a space for the creation of ruling parties that hold their own dilemmas.  However 

Uhr (ibid) has attempted to reconcile parliament with the people as he explains that it is about the 

“wants rather than the claims of the people”.  From this perspective parliament is essentially about 

the distribution of material, political and social resources fairly (UNDP, 2008[1]) and as the people 

desire.  Not the peoples' need for fundamental human rights. 

 

8.2.2 Elections 

Elections are seen as the principle means of the populace keeping the parliament in check. In 

democratic origins the right of opinion and the right of voting fell to men, often only free men 

(Held, 2003). Today it is generally accepted that every rational individual has the right to vote 

including those previously denied including women, immigrants and criminals. The right to vote is 

understood to be the most important democratic tool (Singleton et al, 2003; UNDP, 2008[3]) 

providing ultimate equality and ultimate control. With the ability to remove the parliament if the 

people choose then ultimate political power lies with the citizen.  

 

Regular elections provide the mechanism for individuals to combine and remove a government or 

parliament. This means of accountability ensures the parliament recognises the public interest when 

making decisions. However often the concept of elections is reduced to a political battle between 

parties or elected representatives (Singleton et al, 2003; Leas, 2005). This political battle can reflect 

the desires of its combatants rather than their constituents.  

 

8.2.3 Party democracy 

One of the key factors in modern parliamentary systems is the tendency for representatives of 

similar interests to group together.  The unification over the long term is an attempt to gain control 

of government in the form of political parties. Uhr (1998) has suggested that parties can hinder 
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discussion and the autonomy of individual representatives.  This concept has been expanded to 

realise that the  conflict between parties can become the focus rather than serving the needs of the 

people (Summers, 1997).  The Iranian Parliament contains no parties as the Ayatollah Khomeini 

(Instant Guide, 2008) understood their divisive nature,.  Instead he allowed for the factionalisation 

of mobile individuals.  Political parties then serve ideological purposes and can often establish 

themselves as ruling elites.  Australia, for example, was under a single rule Government from 1996 

until 2007, while the previous government ruled for fourteen years prior.  Several members of both 

political parties are part of a family dynasty including Alexander Downer and Kim Beazley.  Even 

the current speaker of the House of Representatives shares his name, position and electorate with 

his father's earlier achievements. 

 

In contrast to this interpretation Burke saw no dilemma in party unification (Uhr, 1998).  More 

recently Donnelly (2003: 193)
 
has expressed an understanding on the limits of what governments 

can do.  For him it is their prime directive to protect human rights over democratic empowerment.  

Therefore parties are a legitimate form of rational organisation as long as those parties serve the 

needs of human rights. 

 

For our purposes here it is enough to understand that the need for a government can lead to an elite, 

a unification of representatives into parties. The collective of representatives provides an 

association that shifts the focus of parliament from the voter to the party
11
. 

 

8.2.4 Alternative forms 

This description of Parliament has concentrated upon the primary concept of representative 

parliament. My main reason for this is that theoretical liberal ideology
12
 and the UN good 

governance (UNDP, 2008[1], [2]. [3]) guide both prefer this model.  However there are alternatives. 

There is a separation between the English Westminster model and the American Presidential model. 

Direct Democracy also embraces forms of parliament even though its voting mechanisms are 

referendums and consensus of the people.  In short, all democratic governments, and some that are 

not, have a parliament as their core governance institution.  But all also adapt the model to suit their 

own needs. 

                                                 
11 Singleton et al, 2003 provide an excellent analysis of Australia and how the party system can corrupt representatives 

and the system itself. 

12 Stemming from English thinkers such as Hobbes, Locke, Paine as explained by Uhr, 1998. 
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Does this diversity provide evidence against my research question? No, because a change in model, 

whether in Western or Indigenous culture, does not equate to a change in institution.  Any collective 

group of people require a smaller body to govern, the name is in essence irrelevant. It is the 

selection process for the smaller body that is important as that process involves individuals roles, 

personal identity, collective values, and legitimacy.  For parliaments the process of selection is 

elections, so too for all alternative models of parliament regardless of their cultural society.  The 

dilemmas of such a process have been identified even by the initial proponents of parliamentary 

governance (Uhr, 1998). 
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 8.3 Sami 

A practical example and working definition of the Sami has been hard to establish.  The Sami 

school system website (Sameskolstylrsesen, 2008) does acknowledge that the possession of a 

distinct culture and institutions but does not define them in great detail.  The University of Texas 

administers a Sami Culture website (Sami Culture, 2008) that provides useful background 

information.  Sami knowledge are listed as including the: passing from older to younger through 

working together, oral storytelling tradition, utility of objects. In contrast it is proposed that Western 

knowledge is: empirical, transferred through monologue, written, and binary.  

 

The best definition of Sami comes from the Sami Parliament itself and reflects the UN and 

Aboriginal definitions.  This definition also requires the separation of identification from traditional 

values and practices, into a modern perspective of legal individuality. In addition to the self-

recognition, the Swedish Sami Parliament further recognises a Sami as “someone who identifies as 

Sami and has at least three generations who speak Sami” (see Henriksen, 1999).  As with United 

Nations and Australian definitions, this definition is already framed by liberal structures.  First by 

its creation from Parliament, not from traditional governance processes, and second with the focus 

on individual choice of association rather than collective responsibilities.  Other than language, this 

definition gives no expansion of meaning, actions, or beliefs that are intimately linked with culture 

(see UNESCO 2002 for cultural rights) and identification of indigenous people (see definition 

'indigenous peoples' in this essay).  The definition is a legal entity rather than a practical 

interpretation of everyday life. 

 

Gaski has edited a book that provides several differing views on the reality of Sami practice.  As 

Sami people Kalstad, Keskitalo and other respected authors have provided a rounded discussion on 

the politics and processes involved in creating the Sami group as it is today.  There have also been 

suggestions that the Sami possess differences (Eidheim, 1997) across geographical divides.  This is 

true of any community, however, to be called a 'people', 'nation' or 'culture' there must be some 

binding commonality.  While Gaski's book highlights the diverse nation of politics there remain 

some important elements that ensure the Sami can claim a group identity.  The commonality of 

Sami is in shared practices of clothing, hunting, dress and language (Sami Information Centre, 

2008) as defined and dictated by parliament in relation to host-state (ibid, Henriksen, 1999) 

Parliaments.  Little thought is given to kinship, history, cosmology and traditional governance.  
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Rather than an ancient and evolving society, culture has been reduced to a legal definition.  People 

have been separated into individuals and then divided. 

 

8.3.1 Sami Members 

Although it has been revealed that some of the most important Sami identifiers include social 

organisation, religious values, livelihood, traditions, family affiliation, language (Henriksen, 1999; 

Sami Information Centre, 2008) there is little evidence available to the general population as to the 

exact practices necessary for the implementation of these factors. Instead, researchers are drawn 

towards the current role of Sami. The current  variance of Sami members is as broad as any western 

culture. Individuals have undertaken a variety of professions and enjoy a diverse range of past-

times.  They include farmers, mechanics, teachers and police as well as left and right wing political 

perspectives, and rural or city inhabitants.  It may always have been that way as prior to 

colonisation the Sami society experienced a varied mode of production (see Gaski 1997, Keskitalo,  

1997, Kalstad, 1997)  . 

 

The exception to this belief is two fold but as I will develop below is more complex than individual 

identity. One is new ability for all citizens over eighteen to seek office and claim the authority to 

govern. Two is this office, and government departments, have replaced sacred knowledge creation 

and preservation.  The new role of Sami individuals is to compete with each other for the prestige of 

controlling definitions of Sami
13
, to inform others of what they must know

14
, and to provide 

accurate leadership on Sami issues. All without an understanding of what it means to be Sami. 

 

To look at this change another way will help to bring light to the dilemma. If no individual chooses 

to learn or communication sacred knowledge then that sacred knowledge will cease to exist. This 

issue of cultural loss has been highlighted by UNESCO as a key dilemma for the new millennium 

(UNESCO, 2003; UNESCO, 2005). If no individual knows the sacred knowledge of what it means 

to be Sami, then how can they claim to represent Sami. It has already arisen that the Sami image 

portrayed today may be a political tool from the first wave of decolonisation (Eidheim, 1997).  

 

As has been explained by the Sami Information Centre (2008), much of society has remained the 

                                                 
13 The only definition, plus all information on the Sami comes from the Sami Parliament 

14 The Sami school system is controlled by Parliament, therefore the distribution of knowledge is as well. Whether it is 

sacred or not. 
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same even through the years of assimilation. However it is also true that Sami individuals have 

begun to lose what it means to be Sami. They are losing what it means to be an indigenous people 

in favour of a collective. A collective that is ruled by representatives, not by cultural meanings.  

 

8.3.2 One people, 4 states 

While I do not suggest that it is parliament alone that has divided the Sami, a look at the influences 

of parliament shows that the implementation of the institution has contributed.  Claiming to be one 

people the Sami successfully manage social and political stability under different laws, across four 

countries.  As such both the definition of Sami and the legitimacy of parliament is not fluid 

throughout the community.  One example cited is that Finland has enforced consultancy by the 

wider community with indigenous owners over issues concerning traditional land, while Norway 

has only implied it (Henriksen, 1999).   

 

A brief hypothetical situation
15
 may serve to illustrate the dilemmas.  A proposal for a road to 

connect Oslo to Helsinki will impact Sami in three countries. Due to Norwegian law no consultation 

is required and the first segment can be completed without the approval of the Norwegian Sami 

Parliament.  The Finnish national parliament consults with its Sami parliament and, after several 

months of negotiation approval is granted for the last section.  The connecting leg across Sweden 

causes greater problems.  After consultation the Swedish Sami parliament have refused to allow 

construction of the road as it will interfere with reindeer herding. This simple, but exaggerated, 

scenario has seen the separation of Sami into different groups according to the national legal system 

and local Sami needs. 

 

It is not just through host-state laws that the Sami have become divided.  Voting in each Sami 

parliament is only permitted to those who live in the respective host-state (ibid.).  Thus Swedish 

Sami cannot vote for the Norwegian or Finnish Sami Parliaments. One people now have four 

jurisdictions, four administrative regions and four diverging paths.  

 

The fourth host-state of Russia has provided a separate set of difficulties for Sami union.  The host-

state has not allowed the creation of a Sami parliament but has allowed for a Sami association. 

                                                 
15 I have chosen to present a hypothetical case rather than a real example to reduce the thought that this research may 

be influenced by a specific policy decision. 
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However, rather than unite behind a common cause, the other Sami parliaments have discriminated 

against their fellow Sami in Russia.  The reason given is that there is no Sami parliament the 

Russian Sami are only observers at the Nordic Sami Parliament (ibid.).   

 

Although the claim is that Sami are 'one people', equality is denied because of the required 

implementation of a liberal institution.  Already it can be seen that there is a hierarchy of Sami: 

those that have parliament and those that do not. 

   

8.3.3 One people, many politicians 

Within the structure of parliament there exists more conflicts with the Sami form of traditional 

governance.  It has been explained that, although there are no parties in Sami parliament, each 

representative is elected on political grounds (ibid.).  This means that the elected official must 

campaign and support the cause and supporters of his/her proposals.  Not only will individual 

candidates conflict with each other, but many of their policies may conflict with Sami views.   

 

A return to the hypothetical road may again illustrate the internal dilemmas of Sami parliament. 

With the Swedish parliament delaying construction there becomes the possibility of outside 

influence on the political process. Increased funding from the national government, or construction 

company may allow the election of a specific candidate. This candidate, or group of candidates, will 

thereby support the construction of the road.  Even though the initial rejections were based upon the 

traditional beliefs of Sami culture. 

 

The Sami culture, like all societies (UNESCO, 2002; UNESCO, 2003), is evolving.  Colonization 

and assimilation practices cannot be removed and their influence is already great (UNDP, 2008[4]). 

However continued divisions in beliefs and the opportunity for manipulation of individuals creates 

a society where the Sami evolve through a neo-liberal structure,  not a traditional indigenous 

structure. 

  

8.3.4 What is 'Sami' values?  

Sami policy dictates that 'Sami' beliefs can only be decided by parliament (Henriksen, 1999).  

Therefore the meaning of 'Sami' is decided by parliament.  Parliament is a small, ever changing, 

group of people. If, at every election, politicians campaign on different beliefs, then there exists the 
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realisation that there must be different beliefs on what it means to be Sami.  Perhaps to some it is 

the construction of a road through reindeer land, or the removal of reindeer from Sami culture.  

Cultural traits are policy for the Sami parliaments and policy, as a political device, can be 

manipulated.  If this is true then the Sami are no longer one people, even though some authors claim 

that, in some ways, they may never have been (Eidheim, 1997).   Unfortunately, in light of my 

original interpretation of 'indigenous' people
16
, it must then be questioned whether many individuals 

can remain 'Sami'.  To phrase this another way, it can be understood that in an open debate among 

individuals there is no sacred knowledge, no system of preserving the past.  Knowledge and faith 

lays entirely in the hands of individuals where there are no elders, no story tellers, no initiation 

ceremonies.  To draw on Bourdieu's notion (1990), the cultural capital of the Sami has changed, and 

therefore society has changed.  This may mean that the group is no longer 'indigenous' as the 

specific role that each person plays in the world has changed.  With that change into political neo-

liberal thought each individual becomes equal (see Uhr, 1998; Held, 2003), the same, and to a lesser 

extent, less important in the universe. 

 

8.3.5 Assumptions on Sami 

It would be possible for my critiques to suggest that at this point I have jumped ahead of my 

discussion. I do not believe so, for although the background presented on the Sami does lead 

towards the conclusion, it rests on several assumptions. The first assumption is that all indigenous 

people share commonalities such as spirituality, land use, community.  It is possible to reach this 

understanding be examining documentation from the UNPFII or other organisation that represents 

Indigenous interests.  Gaski adds further weight by proclaiming that the Sami view of nature is 

holistic and all creatures are dependent (Gaski, 1997). My second assumption is that the Sami 

possess a sacred knowledge that is best preserved in the realm of the Sami language.  As language is 

the core framework for meaning in any culture than, knowledge preserved in its native tongue 

maintains a stronger link with its culture than that which is translated.  Thirdly, other than a broad 

overview of Sami culture, it is not the role of an outsider to delve too deeply into sacred knowledge 

(O'Malley, 1998). There does exist 'womens business (Yarmirr, 1997)' and knowledge that is only 

for the initiated.  As many of us are not any of these categories, there remains a set of indigenous 

knowledge that can not be revealed to the western world. To do so would be to violate the culture. 

Debate and assumptions are central to the political ideal proposed by Kalstad (in Gaski, 1997) 

                                                 
16 See the definition in this essay 
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whereby the concept of Sami is shaped by the politics and necessity of the 1960's. 

 

Chapter 4 

 9. Variable Analysis 

Further to my investigation, by drawing on this structure of Aboriginal – Parliament – Sami it is 

possible to develop an idea of the changes that may occur when alien institutions are place on 

indigenous cultures.  As with Plato's transition between societies, it is in the rules of the group that 

social structure is found.  Returning to the four variables of resources, role of individuals, 

legitimacy of authority, and individual identity will allow a proper analysis of each of the groups in 

question.. To discuss the variables we must also mix the case studies for as with everything in the 

universe there is no clear division between elements, no clear-cut divide of this or that.  As 

indicated by Anderson (2002) and presented on the cover page to this essay, the mixing of the 

waters is part of natural life.  So too must Aboriginal, Sami and parliament understandings become 

linked together in this discussion, not separated into autonomous entities.  They are not isolated and 

should not be preserved as closed spheres. 

 

9.1 Resources 

“Land rights are the basis of Aboriginal Rights”, contends Yunupingu, and therefore all other 

notions of Aboriginality must stem from this realisation.  It is a thought that is repeated by Dodson, 

in the Aboriginal sphere, and across the Sami culture by Kalstad (1997: 121) and Niemi (1997: 79).  

More than essential to rights, the complex relationship between Indigenous Peoples and their land is 

so intrinsict that no alien word can be used to describe it (Dodson, 1997).  Anderson has attempted 

to highlight its significance by linking the spiritual factor of life with kinship and land as the source 

of traditional governance (Hindsight, 2008). In other parts of Australia the relationship has been 

translated as meaning that story, family and country are all the same thing (ibid.). Aboriginal people 

are one with the land as it is with them. 

 

In his contribution to Gaski's book, Kalstad (1997: 121) has supported the view that knowledge 

comes through land and culture. Traditional knowledge is about resource management. In a 

subsistent society the distribution of natural resources is designed to ensure the survival of the 

population. Natural resources come from the land and therefore the land is the most precious entity. 
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Individuals operate as a collective where the survival of an individual is not as important as the 

survival of the population. For if the population dies then the language, culture, and guardians of the 

land also perish. Survival depends entirely on the correct management of the land to ensure the 

continued existence of humans. This is an idea that recent debate on climate change is only know 

making the western world aware of. 

 

Parliament is also about the allocation of resources as is noted in the UN Primer on Human Rights 

and Parliament (UNDP, 2008[3]). However the idea of resources in liberal ideology is different to 

that in indigenous cosmology. Liberalism views the rights of individuals as the most important tool, 

or resource.  Citizenship and political rights are understood to be the greatest element in the world. 

This is clearly demonstrated by the UN Declaration of Human Rights (UN, 1946), as well as in 

theoretical analysis by Uhr (1998), Tocqueville (2003) and others.  This relationship, originating in 

England, is easy to portray using the model discussed at the beginning of this research. Human 

rights constitute the foundation of liberal ideology – democracy is the manifestation of the ideal – 

parliament is the institution that delivers the idea.  All debate on human rights, democracy and 

parliament in the western world focuses on the primacy of the individual as an agent and resource.  

The only debate is on the form and quality of representation in governance and the degree of 

freedom from governance (see Uhr, 1998).  Rather than the land, it is the individual who is in 

control of their own destiny.  

 

Even when UNESCO note (UNESCO, 2003) that traditional knowledge is a source of intangible 

and material wealth that must be protected and promoted.  This convention, as with all UN 

declarations, retreat to defend the primacy of individuals over the acceptance of traditional 

alternatives. The reinforcement of the resource variable in favour of UN resource allocation systems 

demonstrates that indigenous knowledge is secondary to the liberal ideology as promoted by the 

dominant culture. 

 

9.2 Role of individuals 

It has been demonstrated that indigenous peoples and liberal ideology possess a different 

interpretation of resources and the primary concern of humans. The next question, and next 

variable, that must be addressed is what role do individuals have in each society.  How does a 

resource origin of land differ in individual's duties to society from an origin embedded in the 
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citizen? 

 

This is easily identifiable with the notion of participation within each society. O'Malley (1998) and 

Dodson (1994) have emphasised that governance and Aboriginality are a daily reality, grounded in 

everyday practices.  In contrast participation in liberal thought is about political activism and 

accountability: elections and voting (see Uhr, 1998; Held, 2003; De Tocqueville, 2003).  The role of 

the individual is to have a free and informed decision as to who represents their interests and to 

have freedom of expression, speech and association (UNDP, 2003; Held, 2003; UNDP, 2008[3]).  

UNESCO (2004[2]) promotes democratic values and principles as consisting of political freedom, 

representation, participation, and accountability.  

 

The divide between individual roles in cosmology grows when the definitions of governance are 

examined. The UNDP (2004) identifies a system of values, policies and institutions relating to 

mechanisms and processes for the articulation of interests. The European Commission (ibid.) 

simply states “the state's ability to serve the citizens” before turning to interests, resources and 

power that lie at the basis of any society.  Combined with parliamentary representation, these 

institutional systems are far removed from the indigenous notion of governance in everyday life. It 

would be correct to argue that in some respects indigenous governance provides a more inclusive 

and equal role for its members than western society does for its citizens.  

 

However scope still exists for analysis of women's roles in traditional indigenous society and their 

western equivalent. Yarmirr (1997) has informed western readers that under traditional law there 

was a gender divide however everyone accepted their roles. Women we primarily in charge of 

domestic duties but, unlike western women, possessed a greater role in cultural life.  Indigenous 

women had special rights and land forbidden to men, importantly they worked with bot the past and 

the future. Women knew culture in language, law and history giving them an essential role in the 

continued existence of traditional knowledge (ibid.). In the whole indigenous cosmology, women 

were equal with men in the governance of their society. Even now Yarmirr notes that, although 

working differently with men, many women are still performing their traditional roles.   

 

Like all Aboriginal women, Anderson lives this separation every day, explaining that she is both a 

representative of ATSIC and an Aboriginal women, both an object of the system and a product of 
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the process (Anderson, 2002). In an apparent contradiction of my research Alison Anderson has 

recently been elected to the Northern Territory Parliament. However she also provides an interesting 

twist to the discussion. In Aboriginal society skin name describes both an individual's role and their 

place in society: position and function is pre-established. For Anderson (ibid.) it is the role of the 

individual, not the differences, that is important as the governance structure existed in the 

dreaming
17
, thereby not in humans. 

 

The modern Sami perspective on an individual's role can be seen as a transference from traditional 

roles into western. It has been revealed that, in an effort to embrace the modern world, Sami 

authorities are recognising that less herders are needed (Keiskitalo, 1997). Instead the push is for 

increased education and a focus upon professionals including teachers, administration and even 

politicians. Following this change it has been reported that education, not family, land or ancestry, is 

seen as the basis for social differences (ibid.).  Sami roles have shifted from a farming, land based 

model into an administrative model where knowledge is learned in a classroom and not in the field. 

This change signifies a shift in cultural values, a shift that is manifested in the political organisation 

as much as in the education system. This should be of no surprise as the Sami Parliament control all 

knowledge creation for the Sami people. Schools, colleges, definitions and social agendas are set by 

the Sami Parliament in each host-state (ibid.). 

 

Alison Anderson (2002) has realised that it is differences that give superiority. The traditional 

cultural capital of family or that of western eduction presents a method of ensuring control and 

power over society. A shift from one mode of control to another does not have to alter the society. 

However when the roles of individuals shift to meet new needs, society that must follow. I make no 

reference to whether this change is good, nor shall I comment on the values of each system. I will 

draw attention to a report at the UN discussing MDG's, indigenous participation and good 

governance (PFII, 2006). This expert group consisted of indigenous and non-indigenous 

representatives who concluded, among other ideas, that indigenous governance evolves and can 

include a new recognition of gender and age equality. They continued by asserting that traditional 

ways must adopt human rights beliefs.  Perhaps the most important statement is that governance is 

about power (ibid.). In the performing of daily rituals it is the individual who has power, however, 

as has been shown, when representatives become involved it is the administrative bodies including 

                                                 
17 The Dreaming is the creation myth of Aboriginal cosmology. 
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parliament that gain control of governance structures. When the role of the individual is reduced to 

political freedom then the conflict between individual and institutional governance is at its greatest. 

 

9.3 Legitimacy of authority 

With the differences between concepts of resources and the role of individuals established it is 

appropriate to address the next variable. How is it possible for an institution to gain authority? 

Regardless of cultural differences, if the majority of a population does not give legitimacy to a 

system of governance then a rebellion, or governmental coup, can occur (De Tocqueville). The 

question for this variable can be restructured to ask how each of the societies chooses its leadership 

group. It will then be possible to establish whether there is a conflict between traditional 

governance and the liberal notion of parliamentary elections. 

 

As Dodson (1997) has explained the indigenous relationship with governance is both a spiritual and 

practical association which originates with the land. The best leaders of a group would logically be 

those who best understand how to care for the land in both its spiritual and practical needs. As has 

been revealed by both Anderson and Yarmirr (1997), there is a gender separation in indigenous 

society whereby women possess some knowledge and men are the custodians of other stories 

essential for survival. Therefore the leadership group must naturally come from those men and 

women who possess the most, and most appropriate knowledge for their land. To mix metaphors 

into another hypothetical situation, it would be inappropriate for a Sami who has lived in Stockholm 

all his life to claim traditional knowledge over women's business for a traditional group in 

Norrbotten. But, under the liberal notion of parliamentary representation this is what is expected. 

Such a notion is in contradiction to recent research findings in Australia but the Indigenous 

Community Governance Project (Hunt and Smith 2007). In their second year findings the project 

reported that leaders are often best when their selection is culturally based. The found that: 

 “Communities base their choices about their leaders on a multi-faceted value system where 

 cultural legitimacy, community standing, inheritance and inter-cultural skill are among a 

 series of important factors” (ibid: 6).  

This understanding has grown from continued research where the same project identified in it's first 

year findings ( Summary of Preliminary Findings Year 1, 2006: 7) that: 

 “Indigenous community and regional governance arrangements are dynamic, with complex 

 system of representation and leadership, overlapping constituencies, networks of families 
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 and groups associated with organisations, and complex systems of mandate, accountability 

 and authority” 

This system of spiritual and social understanding is increasingly complex and far removed from the 

neo-liberal notion that all citizens are equal.  

 

It is this this mis-match between decision-making processes (ibid.) that is overruled by human 

rights values. Whereas legitimacy in traditional governance structures is tied to indigenous views 

(Hunt and Smith, 2007), all authority and legitimacy of parliament comes from democratic 

elections, based on notion of individual representation (Henriksen, 1999: 32). It is important to not 

that this affirmation of parliament comes neither from an essay on political structures nor from UN 

research but from a report encouraging the development of a Sami parliament.  

 

Such legitimacy is reinforced by the UN (UNDP, 2008[1]) which states that “because they speak 

and act with unrivaled democratic legitimacy, parliaments are critical in peace building”, and by the 

actions of the Sami governance system. After the creation of the Sami Parliament both the Sami 

Council and Conference, essential institutions in the development of Sami political autonomy, lost 

their status as primary organisations for representing the Sami (Henriksen, 1999: 38). The sole 

reason for this is that neither are directly elected by the Sami People. Now appointed by the Sami 

Parliaments, both organisations remain in existence to serve political ends on the international scene 

which cannot be performed by a representative body, such as to maintain Sami observer status at the 

UN (ibid.). 

 

It has been established that traditional authority is being challenged by communities influenced by 

foreign values (Nuanaa, 2001: 178). These values stem from the division between land and citizen 

as the primary resource and continue to be reflected in the legitimacy given to political 

representation. Again it can be seen that, in some ways, traditional governance is more democratic 

that its modern counterpart in that both men and women could be seen as equals in possession of 

the most appropriate knowledge. De Tocqueville has noted that “although the rulers of a democracy 

are less honest and competent, the electorate is more enlightened and more alert”(De Tocqueville, 

2003: 271) however I would disagree by pointing to the role each individual has in society. In 

traditional society each individual has a skin name (Anderson, 2002) and performs their daily duties 

with a mind to their role in society (Dodson, 1994; O'Malley, 1998), thereby becoming completely 
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aware of everyone else's role. In this way individuals guarantee appropriate and legitemate authroity 

to those who possess the skills to ensure the preservation of the land and the survival of the 

community. The cultural mis-match of legitimacy falls into the divide between the role of people 

with knowledge, and the equality of all citizens to seek political office regardless of qualifications. 

 

9.4 Individual identity 

An interesting problem is now raised. Do the differences between traditional and liberal notions of 

governance create a paradox for human rights? I do not believe so for, as has been highlighted 

above, there are times when traditional indigenous society often displays more democratic intent 

than representative systems of parliament. Instead it would be better to ask how individual identity 

is impacted on by parliament and traditional governance structures. 

 

As referred to by the UN Declaration of Human Rights (UN, 1946), Held (2003), Tocqueville 

(2003) and other liberal researchers, human rights stem from the primacy of the individual as a 

citizen of a state. This includes free speech, choice of association, right to hold political office and 

the ability to participate through voting. In this framework the individual is a political being where 

identity is shaped by the State, forms of government and interest groups. Interest groups are defined 

through political representatives and reflect geographical location (site of electorate), classes 

(voting for Labor signifies working class), or personal choices (voting for the Green Party is an 

environmental choice (Singleton et al, 2003)). However as has been shown above the representative 

is also bound by the wishes of the entire electorate and their party. 

 

In contrast certain individual values have been cited as holding constant for the Sami people. These 

include social organisation, religious values, livelihood, traditions and family affiliation (Henriksen, 

1999). The dilemmas of these values can immediately be seen. A political party based on a single 

family would not gain many votes in a large electorate, nor would a party that runs on a platform of 

preserving the traditional pattern of migration. To raise another hypothetical situation, when will 

Sweden vote in the first Sami Prime Minister, or Australia the first Aboriginal? Individual choices 

are therefore limited and minorities overlooked in system that creates citizens as solely political 

beings.  

 

Dodson (1994)has confirmed that it is paramount that indigenous peoples have the right to control 
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their own identity. This must apply to both individuals and the group as a collective because 

personal subjectivities are inseparable from the past, the roots make us who we are (ibid.) and 

Indigenous peoples need both historical continuity and individual self-identification (Henriksen, 

1999). It is interesting to interpret these thoughts in conjunction with liberal notions of free will and 

the realisation that Indigenous Rights often derive from conditions where current members of the 

group have had no choice and no direct involvement (Wessendorf, 2001: 67).  It is also interesting 

to consider that the Sami movement, in reality the parliament, control the definition and meaning of 

Sami. The current definition and identity of Sami was established in the 1970's as in response to the 

need for political action (Eidheim, 1997). When it is the parliament that control the creation of 

knowledge, not traditional structures and it is the parliament that controls the transmission of 

cultural knowledge then it is inappropriate for that institution to be based upon political motives. 

Yet that is the case with all parliaments and the Sami in particular. Elections, parties and voting 

shape political identity and establishes divides among individuals (see all authors in Wessendorf, 

Challenging Politics, 2001). As Anderson (2002) has said, it is differences that create superiority, 

and the political process often creates chasms among stable populations.  

 

While it maybe supposition that citizens will respect traditional values (Leas, 2005: 139) in their 

search for identity, it is also true that their choice of loyalty to kin, land and spirituality may also 

affect the judgments required of a liberal citizen. When daily life and governance is a spiritual 

practice then the options for individual identity are greatly affected. Therefore the election system, 

and the use of political identity as a point of freedom is irrelevant to traditional society.  As has been 

revealed above, it is the land, kin and relationships to each other that shape identity in indigenous 

culture, not the choice between political showmen. 
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 10. Group Analysis 

Having established the methodological and theoretical framework for this discussion I have then 

portrayed a background to the three groups of Aboriginal, parliament, and Sami. I then returned to 

discuss the empirical knowledge of these groups and how it relates to our four variables. In a form 

of concluding analysis I shall expand these ideas and lead into a conclusion of where this 

investigation has taken us. As the cases are linked through time, through meaning and through 

colonisation I have chosen to weave this discussion together and reveal how the processes are 

linked and structures affected by the implementation of alien institutions.  What my conclusion also 

explains is that the research conducted above, based as it is on Western assumptions and definitions, 

is applicable to other groups that claim to be 'indigenous'. As such the opinions and ideas of these 

other groups is not bringing new information to the study, instead Canadians, Pacific Islanders and 

Africans are voices affected in the same way as Australian and Swedish peoples. 

 

10.1 Group Identity 

It may be possible to conceive group identity as a variable in the processes of investigating conflicts 

between parliament and indigenous governance structures. There are three reasons why this is not a 

correct assumption. First, notions of parliament and indigenous are group identities in their own 

right, and how they operate is what we are seeking to discover. Second, a group identity is a 

collective consisting of individuals whose actions assist in shaping and evolving with knowledge. 

Third, by accepting the first two premises, it is possible to demonstrate that group identity is bound 

in cultural norms. It is therefore more appropriate to view parliament as a constructed group whose 

influences affect the cultural norms of the people it is imposed upon. 

 

To emphasise this reasoning I return to the concept of modern Sami. Although claiming to be one 

people, the Russian Sami have no place in the Nordic parliament (Henriksen, 1999) as they have no 

democratically elected institution of their own. The ostracising of Russian Sami is a decisive tactic 

that can be used to question whether the Sami are one people, or four. Even accepting that Sami 

views are not homogeneous and possess few common standpoints (ibid.), it is the traditional system 

of consensus as the governing principle that must be confronted. I again emphasise the ideological 

differences between representative voting and popular consensus to ask the rhetorical question of 

how Sami cultural agendas can be set by a political programme at each election. This is important 
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as it is the parliament that decides the agenda (ibid.), not the direct involvement of the people in 

their daily activities. It is an even greater imperative when language is involved. As the Sami 

traditional had no word for culture, the concept of being, values and mentality (Gaski, 1997) are all 

that binds a group to its identity. If it is political actions that are breaking, changing and hurting 

Sami (ibid.), then it is the governance institutions that are the primary influence. 

 

10.2 Parliament re-imagined 

With the revelations outlined by use of the four variables we  must re-imagine our understanding of 

parliament to incorporate indigenous structures. It has been explained above, that the broad concept 

of parliament is based on liberal concepts that differ from traditional governance structures. This 

realisation can be expanded to include indigenous voices from around the world. Thus 

corroborating evidence that surrounds the specific institution of parliament can be accumulated 

within the same framework as the Aboriginal and Sami cases.  One reason for this is that indigenous 

people have suffered similar fates with their interaction with colonial forces. A second is that there 

is a close relationship between Canadian Inuit and Sami as well as Pacific Islanders and Aborigines. 

This analysis will be driven from world voices and centre around the, what I will show is false 

premise, that the Sami Parliament promotes political participation and representation and ensures 

Sami views are heard by the Norwegian Government (OHCHR, 2007).  

 

In Canada it has been emphasised that white-man created a series of conventional political 

structures that appeal to liberal traditions and ignore indigenous customs(Jull, 2001).  Further 

comments from around the world have continued this acknowledgment to conclude that western 

forms of governance undermines traditional decision-making processes (Nuanna, 2001). This 

reasoning confirms with my assessment that Parliament is not beneficial to indigenous cultures. But 

the indigenous perspective makes one further claim. It is understood that western values are 

external forms that alter governance structures irreversibly (ibid.). More than raising debate over the 

representation of Parliament as a liberating agent for democracy, such alternate views draw into 

question the right of UN agencies to claim that parliament is an essential component of good 

governance. Any institution that can “alter governance structures irreversibly” must be seen as an 

agent damaging to indigenous culture. 

 

However it is possible to further re-imagine parliament. Rather than an parliament being an equality 
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institution, the political process provides few opportunities for women to be elected (ibid.).  This is 

in contrast to Aboriginal traditional structures that maintain a gender divide to ensure some degree 

of equality in social and governance issues. Traditional Sami culture also has a space for women in 

the group of elders. Consensus among elders was the prime source of debate resolution (Leas, 

2005), not elections and voting. Today the Sami parliament is elected on political programmes 

(Henriksen, 1999). Not only has it been shown that the election process divides populations, but it 

has also been explained that party politics can lead to dis-empowerment (Wessendorf, 2001) of 

individuals, populations and representatives. 

 

It should be understood that “political institutions are treated as part of a system, relating to each 

other and to the society, territory and economy they govern (Jull, 2001).” Any change in the 

institution will result in a change in society. However as institutions are universal the packages on 

offer differ greatly (ibid.) it can easily be misunderstood that an institution such as parliament is 

compatible with any cultural adaption. This is not the reality experienced by indigenous groups. 

 

Parliament provides a limited group with control of knowledge, power and society. When these 

governance issues are supported by the UN there becomes conflict between two cosmologies. 

Especially when the UNDP (UNDP, 2004) are sanctioning the European Commission's definition of 

governance where it is explained that: 

 “as the concepts of human rights, democratisation and democracy, the rule of law, civil 

 society, decentralised power sharing, and sound public administration, gain importance  and 

 relevance as a society develops into a more sophisticated political system, governance 

 evolves into good governance.”  

If parliament is an institution that carries the platform of good governance and liberal beliefs on 

equality and self-autonomy then it is difficult to understand how such a definition is possible. To 

suggest that societies develop into better governance systems is to place a hierarchy of culture. This 

is essential to contrast this use of human rights as a superior system, implemented through 

parliament when the UN (UN, 2007) has also presented its case that: 

  Affirming further that all doctrines, policies and practices based on or advocating superiority 

 of peoples or individuals on the basis of national origin or racial, religious, ethnic or cultural 

 differences are racist, scientifically false, legally invalid, morally condemnable and socially 

 unjust. 
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What should now be clear that, although it can be seen as an appropriate tool for creating spaces for 

neo-liberal political ideals, so too can parliament be re-imagined as an institution that imposes 

liberal ideology at the expense of traditional governance structures.  

 

 11. Concluding Analysis 

 

11.1 Framework 

I have presented an analysis of the cases of aboriginal, parliament and Sami structures of 

governance. I have then furthered the discussion by analysing the four variables as they apply to 

identity creation. It is now possible to review and complete the framework of governance structures. 

 

 

Table 3 

Cosmology  institutions   Cultural output 

Indigenous   traditional governance Indigenous society 

Neo-liberal   parliament structure  Representative Government 

Indigenous  parliament structure  Representative Government 

 

 

Reviewing this model within the context of my research it is easy to see that parliament as an 

institution affects the cultural expression of a given people. Rather than a regular siida, consensus 

discussion and sacred knowledge the Sami have regular meetings, elections and voting for choice of 

representatives. If parliament is imposed upon Aboriginal society then there will be no more 

corroborees, no sacred knowledge and no spiritual festivities. From the perspective of indigenous 

groups the concept of parliament is alien and the implementation is more in line with assimilation 

processes than the natural evolution of a society.  

 

By citing parliament as the only legitimate form of governance the UN good governance policy is 

acting as a superior power that enforces it's will under the guise of a universal ideal. Through 

adding the change of our four variables into the equation it can be realised that individual's roles are 

change and the very nature of cultural expression is lost when parliament is introduced. This model 
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shows that when the cultural output of good governance is used to insert a parliamentary structure 

upon traditional governance structures the indigenous culture is changed. Rather than assuming that 

it is the institution that is responsible for change, it is more appropriate to interpret these findings as 

realising that it is cultural output that influences and alters society and other cultures. It is because 

of cultural changes through the implementation of alien institutions that  parliament can be used to 

corrupt alternative cultures. This occurs because of the conflicting cosmology that underlies 

institutional process. The conflict between parliament and traditional governance structure is 

revealed by the four variables, not by proclaiming a universal imperative. Culture is at the heart of 

this issue not the institutional concept. Culture is the people and how people practice their 

cosmology is the daily governance practice of living. As Anderson (2002) has poetically pleaded 

“our governance is us, it is not good or bad”.  

 

 

11.2 Self-governance 
 

 Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinct, legal, 

 economic, social and cultural institutions, while retaining their right to participate fully , if 

 they so choose, in the political, economic, social and cultural life of the State.  

 

Research in Australia has shown that “institutions are the systems and processes that provide 

meaning and stability to social and cultural behaviour (Hunt and Smith, 2007)”. I have presented an 

argument that shows that governance institutions are culturally specific and not always compatible. 

The four basic variables that impact on this conflict are the notion of resources, the role of 

individuals, the legitimacy of authority, and individual identity. From the argument I have presented 

it would be possible to reframe this discussion from an indigenous perspective where variables are 

less about individuals. The results would remain the same because “differences in governances 

marginalise indigenous peoples (Jull, 2001)” and parliament is an inherent cultural difference.  

 

Sullivan (2006) and Anderson (2002) have drawn the obvious conclusion from UN policy that 

anything outside good governance must, by implied definition, be bad governance. By forcing 

parliament upon all cultures through concepts of good governance the UN is ignoring the fact that 

democratic institutions must develop representation and governance from an indigenous view (Hunt 

and Smith, 2007), not only a western perspective. It has been explained that the very nature of 

definition is problematic as Pacific politics and the West differ in their concepts of good governance 

(Nuanaa, 2001).  This belief is supported by O'Malley (1998) and the realisation that “given the 
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opportunity and support, indigenous people more effectively determine their own representative and 

decision-making processes...[and these]...do not necessarily match western liberal democratic 

concepts” (Hunt and Smith, 2007).  I have shown some of the reasons for this and revealed that, due 

the general nature of UN definitions on the term 'indigenous', some generalisation is possible to 

indigenous cultures around the world.. 

 

Although through a shortened and perhaps romantacised view of indigenous culture, I have also 

shown that basic liberal rights of freedom and self-definition are often denied by the imposition of 

parliamentary governance structure. This includes that the rational choice to give up Aboriginal 

beliefs is forced upon populations via the imposition of parliament.  It is not a choice of individuals 

but of cultural change through alien institutions.  As cosmology leads to institutions and institutions 

create society, there is an immediate dilemma with unquestioned imposition.  By breaking the 

natural cycle of cosmology, institutions, and cultural output a separation of values occurs that 

reduces the rights of indigenous peoples.  

 

Geertz (1973) has explained that “it is an argument that to rework the pattern of social relationships 

is to rearrange the coordinates of the experienced world. Society's forms are culture's substance.” 

Even if Geertz did not entirely agree with the reasoning, my research into governance structure has 

shown that it is an argument that can and should be applied to current notions of good governance.  

 

 

11.3 Further Research 

There are many courses of action that can be taken from this research. The first, and most likely, is 

to ignore the evidence and continue with an unquestioned liberal agenda of imposing alien 

institutions upon traditional governance structures. Alternatively I cite four points of expansion for 

this research. 

 

1) More case studies can be undertaken. Expanding on the Sami and Aboriginal populations, 

further research can encompass other indigenous groups such as the Masai, the Sioux, or the 

Innuit. It is also possible to undertake more case studies to greater elaborate on the 

difference inside Aboriginal communities. This would entail a thorough cultural 

investigation on governance practices between, for example, Noongar, Yolngu and Koori 

peoples. 
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2) Expansion of this same research to include documents written in indigenous languages. 

Such research would expand the ability to trace governance structures and greatly improve 

the quality of evidence available. 

 

3) Further investigations must be performed on UN policies and the affect they have on 

cultures. It is also necessary to question the conflicting ideologies of diversity (UNESCO) 

and Democracy (UNDP) as one promotes multiple modes of living, while the other implies 

a single system of governance.  

 

4) Perhaps most importantly greater research should be conducted into the implementation of 

traditional governance structures.  My research has shown liberal ideology impacting on 

traditional governance.  Further research would be able to speak with a more indigenous 

voice to investigate more specific sites where democracy and liberal institutions impact on 

traditional governance practices.  As has been shown these are often inclusive and can be 

regarded as a form of direct democracy.  One focus should then be to address how liberal 

institutions can adapt to traditional processes. 

 

Now that we are in a global world with the UN as the primary source of political and moral values, 

it is to the UN that citizens of the world should turn. But it is ultimately the citizens who must make 

their choices in their daily practices. 
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